
Protein Modeling using Hidden Markov Models: Analysis ofGlobinsDavid Hausslery, Anders Kroghy, I. Saira Mianx, Kimmen Sj�olanderyy Computer and Information Sciencesx Sinsheimer LaboratoriesUniversity of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA.haussler@cse.ucsc.edu, krogh@cse.ucsc.eduUCSC-CRL-92-23June 1992, revised Sept. 1992AbstractWe apply Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to theproblem of statistical modeling and multiple sequencealignment of protein families. A variant of the Ex-pectation Maximization (EM) algorithm known as theViterbi algorithm is used to obtain the statistical modelfrom the unaligned sequences. In a detailed series ofexperiments, we have taken 400 unaligned globin se-quences, and produced a statistical model entirely auto-matically from the primary (unaligned) sequences. Weuse no prior knowledge of globin structure. Using thismodel, we obtained a multiple alignment of the 400 se-quences and 225 other globin sequences that agrees al-most perfectly with a structural alignment by Bashfordet al. This model can also discriminate all these 625globins from nonglobin protein sequences with greaterthan 99% accuracy, and can thus be used for databasesearches.1 IntroductionPredicting the three-dimensional structure of a bi-ological macromolecule purely from primary sequencedata is still a largely unsolved problem. The rate ofgeneration of sequence data far exceeds that at whichstructures are being determined. Fortunately, an ac-curate alignment of two or more sequences can providea wealth of information to guide further experimenta-tion, particularly if one of the aligned molecules hasbeen well characterized biochemically or structurally.

Furthermore, multiple sequence alignments are usedto infer the evolutionary relationships between sets ofprotein (or nucleic acid) sequences. In both cases, anyjudicious inference from the alignment is critically de-pendent on the accuracy of that alignment.Consider a family of protein sequences that all havea common three-dimensional structure, for example,the family of globins (proteins involved in the storageand transportation of oxygen). The common or corestructure in these sequences can be de�ned as a se-quence of positions in space where amino acids occur.In the case of globins, whose structure contains prin-cipally alpha helices, the 150 or so residues in a helicalconformation have been named A1, A2, ..., A16, B1,... etc., where the letter denotes which alpha helix theresidue occurs in, and the number indicates the loca-tion within that helix (see e.g. [1]). For each of thesepositions there is a (distinct) probability distributionover the 20 amino acids that measures how likely it isthat each amino acid will occur in that position in atypical globin, as well as the probability that there isno amino acid in that position. These have been calledpro�les [2, 3, 4]. A pro�le of globins can be thought ofas a statistical model for the family of globins, in thatfor any sequence of amino acids, it de�nes a probabil-ity for that sequence, such that globin sequences tendto have much higher probabilities than non-globin se-quences.In this paper we de�ne a class of structures relatedto pro�les and propose them as statistical models ofprotein families such as globins. Similar models canalso be applied to other, non-protein sequence fam-



ilies, such as DNA [5, 6]. The novel aspect of thiswork is that we are able to \learn" or \estimate"the stochastic model directly from raw, unaligned se-quences, rather than starting with a multiple align-ment of the sequences. Once we have built a statis-tical model for a family of sequences, we can use thismodel to discriminate other sequences in this familyfrom sequences not in the family. We can also use themodel to obtain a multiple alignment of all of the se-quences in the family, by aligning each of the sequencesto the model, rather than trying to align them to eachother (see �gures 2 and 3). Finally, we can study themodel we have found directly, and see what it revealsabout the common structure underlying the varioussequences in the family.We demonstrate the general technique on a set of625 globin sequences from the SWISS-PROT data-base, release 19 [7]. By building a statistical model ofglobins based on 400 globin sequences selected at ran-dom, we are able to discriminate with very high accu-racy between the remaining 225 globins and the 19,458non-globins in the database. Speci�cally, with oneprobability cuto�, we can produce a model that mis-classi�es only 2 out of 225 globins as non-globins (andnone of the \training set" of 400 globins), and mis-classi�es only 10 out of 19,458 non-globins as globins.With a more conservative cuto� it misclassi�es 8 out of225 globins and 0 out of 19,458 non-globins (3 globinsin the training set of 400 are also misclassi�ed in thiscase).We also obtain a multiple sequence alignment for allof the 625 globin sequences that basically reproducesthe alignment given for the seven globins in Bashfordet al. [1], even though their method employed addi-tional information on the three-dimensional structureof globins, whereas we have only used the primary se-quence information. Our method of multiple align-ment is quite di�erent from conventional methods,which are usually based on pairwise alignments us-ing the standard dynamic programming scheme withgap penalties (see e.g. [8]). The alignments producedby conventional methods often depend strongly onthe particular values of the parameters required bythe method, in particular the gap penalties [9]. Fur-thermore, a given set of sequences is likely to pos-sess both fairly conserved regions and highly variableregions, yet in aligning them with the conventionalglobal methods, the same penalties are used for all re-gions of the sequences. Substitutions, insertions, ordeletions in a region of high conservation should ide-ally be penalized more than in a variable region, andsome kinds of substitutions should be penalized di�er-

ently in one position than in another. That is one ofthe motivations for the present work. The statisticalmodel we propose corresponds to multiple alignmentwith variable penalties, depending on the position.Furthermore, the penalties we use are in large partlearned from the data itself. Essentially, we build astatistical model during the process of multiple align-ment, rather than leaving this as a separate task tobe done after the alignment is completed. We believethe model should guide the alignment as much as thealignment determines the model.The type of statistical model we propose is a hiddenMarkov model (HMM, or simply \model" for short).The HMM we build identi�es a set of positions thatdescribe the (more-or-less) conserved �rst-order struc-ture in the sequences. In biological terms, this corre-sponds to identifying the core elements of homologousmolecules. Each of these positions may be viewed ascorresponding to a column in a multiple alignment ofthe sequences, or to a position in space, as describedabove. Often not all positions are modeled, but onlythe ones with the most signi�cantly nonrandom statis-tics. As in a pro�le, for each position in the model,the relative probabilities of the di�erent amino acidsin that position are given, as is the probability thatthe amino acid at that position is deleted (i.e., missingin the sequence). For any amino acid x, the negativelogarithm of the probability of x at a given positionin the model can be interpreted as a penalty for analignment that puts x in this position, and the neg-ative logarithm of the probability of deletion at thatposition can be similarly interpreted as a penalty foran alignment that puts a \-" (gap character) in thatposition. Furthermore, for each pair of adjacent po-sitions, the model includes the probability for initiat-ing an insertion of one or more amino acids betweenthese positions, and the probability for extending it.Other things are also included, such as the probabilitythat an amino acid at a particular position is deleted,given that the amino acid at the previous positionwas deleted. This helps model the higher probabilityof consecutive deletions/insertions in certain regions.By taking negative logarithms as above, these meth-ods provide a very exible, position-dependent formof initiation and extension gap penalties.Once the hidden Markov model is learned, a multi-ple alignment of the sequences is easily produced fromit by aligning each sequence to the model separatelyusing a dynamic programmingmethod (the Viterbi al-gorithm). The process is similar to aligning a sequenceto a pro�le or average sequence. To search a databasefor similar sequences, simply align all the sequences



to the model, and see how they score (the score is theprobability of the sequence given that model).The algorithm we use to estimate the model is anapproximation of the Baum-Welch or more generalEM (expectation maximization) method1 [11]. Thebasic idea is to start with some initial model, possiblyrandomly constructed, align all the sequences to thismodel, and then reestimate the probabilities in themodel based on how the sequences align to it. Thisprocess of alignment to the model and then reestima-tion of the parameters of the model continues untilthere are no further changes to the model. From astatistical perspective, the procedure can be viewedas a computationally e�cient approximation to max-imum likelihood estimation, or, if prior probabilitiesfor the parameters of the model are incorporated, asa maximum a posteriori or Bayesian approach. A re-lated EM procedure is applied in [5, 6] to model pro-tein binding sites, and an explicit 2-state HMM modelis constructed in [12] to distinguish coding from non-coding regions in DNA. Here, in an attempt to modelentire proteins, we explore a signi�cantly richer class ofmodels than these. Independent work, closely relatedto ours, is also given in [13], where hidden Markovmodels for protein superfamilies are constructed. Themodels used there are smaller than ours, but have amore varied structure.2 The protein HMMA hidden Markov Model describes a series of obser-vations by a \hidden" stochastic process { a Markovprocess; for an excellent review, see [10]. In speechrecognition, where HMMs have been used extensively,the observations are sounds forming a word, and amodel is one that by its \hidden" random process gen-erates these sounds with high probability. Every pos-sible sound sequence can be generated by the modelwith some probability, and thus the model de�nes aprobability distribution over possible sound sequences.A good word model would assign high probability toall sound sequences that are likely utterances of theword it models, and low probability to any other se-quence. In this paper we are proposing an HMM simi-lar to the ones used in speech to model protein families{ or families of other molecular sequences like DNAand RNA. When modeling proteins, the observationsare the amino acids in the primary sequence of a pro-tein (corresponding to sounds in a word). A model for1Sometimes the algorithm is called the Viterbi algorithm,but following [10] we reserve that name for the estimation partof the algorithm.

a set of proteins is one that assigns high probability tothe sequences in that particular set. In the followingwe will describe the model using the 20 amino acidsas the underlying alphabet, but we stress again thatany other alphabet reecting primary sequence or anyderived property can be used.The HMM contains a sequence of M states that wecall match states. These correspond to positions ina protein or columns in a multiple alignment. Eachof these states can generate a letter x from the 20-letter amino acid alphabet according to a distributionP(xjmk), k = 1 : : :M . The notation P(xjmk) meansthat each of the match states mk, 1 � k � M , havedi�erent distributions. These match states form themain line in the model and are shown as boxes in�gure 1. For each match state mk there is a deletestate dk that does not produce any amino acid, it isa \dummy" state used to skip mk. Delete states areshown as circles in �gure 1. Finally, there are insertionstates between all the match states, M + 1 in total,shown as diamonds in �gure 1. They generate aminoacids in exactly the same way as the match states, butthey use probability distributions P(xjik).From each state, there are three possible transi-tions to other states, also shown in �gure 1. Transi-tions into match or delete states always move forwardin the model, whereas transitions into insertion statesdo not. Note that multiple insertions between matchstates can occur because of the self loop on the insertstate, meaning that a transition from an insert state toitself is possible. The transition probability from states1 to s2 is called T (s2js1). For convenience we haveadded a dummy begin state and a dummy end state,which are denoted m0 and mM+1, respectively. Thesestates do not produce any amino acid. A sequence canbe generated by a \random walk" through the modelas follows: beginning at state m0 (BEGIN) choose atransition to m1, d1, or i0 randomly according to theprobabilities T (m1jm0), T (d1jm0), and T (i0jm0). If m1 ischosen, generate the �rst amino acid x1 from the prob-ability distribution P(xjm1), and choose a transitionto the next state according to probabilities T (�jm1),where \�" indicates any possible next state. If this nextstate is the insert state i1, then generate amino acidx2 fromP(xji1) and select the next state from T (�ji1).If delete (d2) is chosen next, generate no amino acid,and choose the next state from T (�jd2). Continue inthis manner all the way to the END state, generatinga sequence of amino acids x1; x2 : : : xL by following apath of states y0; y1 : : : yN ; yN+1 through the model,where y0 = m0 (the BEGIN state) and yN+1 = mM+1(the END state). Because the delete states do not
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T(i Ii )4 4Figure 1: The model. The \begin" and \end" states are m0 and m5.produce any amino acid, N is larger than or equal toL. If yi is a match or insert state, we de�ne l(i) to bethe index in the sequence x1 : : :xL of the amino acidproduced in state yi. The probability of the eventthat the path y0 : : : yN+1 is taken and the sequencex1 : : : xL is generated isProb(x1 : : : xL; y0 : : : yN+1)= T (mN+1jyN ) � NYi=1 T (yijyi�1)P(xl(i)jyi); (1)where we set P(xl(i)jyi) = 1 if yi is a delete state. Theprobability of any sequence x1 : : :xL of amino acids isa sum over all possible paths that could produce thatsequence, which we write as follows:Prob(x1 : : :xL)= XpathsProb(x1 : : :xL; y0 : : : yN+1): (2)In this way a probability distribution on the space ofsequences is de�ned. The goal is to �nd a model, i.e. aproper model length and probability parameters, thataccurately describes a family of proteins by assigninglarge probabilities to sequences in that family.We have chosen this particular structure for theHMM because it is the simplest model that capturesthe structural intuition of a protein as a sequenceof positions, each with its own distribution over theamino acids, along with the possibility for either skip-ping a position or inserting extra amino acids betweenconsecutive positions, and allowing for the possibilitythat once a position is skipped, it may be more likelythat positions following that one are also skipped.This choice appears to have worked well for modelingthe globins, but other types of HMMs may be better atother tasks. The beauty of the HMM method is thatit is completely general. One can choose any structure

for the states and transitions that is appropriate forthe problem at hand.3 Estimating the HMMAll the parameters in the model (i.e., probabilities)could in principle be chosen by hand from an exist-ing alignment of protein sequences, as in [2], or frominformation about the three-dimensional structure ofproteins, as in [3]. The novel approach we take is to\learn" the parameters entirely automatically from aset of unaligned primary sequences, using an EM al-gorithm. The particular method we use to learn themodel can be viewed as a computationally e�cientapproximation to MaximumA Posteriori (MAP) esti-mation of the parameters of the model.In MAP estimation, we de�ne the posterior prob-ability Prob(modeljsequences) of each particular set-ting of the model parameters (denoted simply \model"here), given the training sequences we have available(denoted simply \sequences" here). This posteriorprobability is de�ned using Bayes rule,Prob(modeljsequences)= Prob(sequencesjmodel)Prob(model)Prob(sequences) : (3)Here Prob(sequencesjmodel) is de�ned using equation(2), as described below, Prob(model) is a prior on thespace of models, and Prob(sequences) can be viewedas a normalizing constant. The prior on the modelscontains prior beliefs on what a model should be like,and can be used to \penalize" models that are knownto be bad or uninteresting. We discuss this furtherbelow. To �nd the best model one can optimize theposterior probability (3) with respect to the parame-ters of the model.



The distance from sequence to modelFirst, we need a way to calculate the probabilityProb(sequencesjmodel). Call the sequences s1 : : : sn.Then, assuming independenceProb(s1 : : : snjmodel) = nY�=1Prob(s�jmodel): (4)Equation (2) gives an expression for Prob(s�jmodel),which can be calculated using the \forward algorithm"[10]. Often the most probable path will have a muchhigher weight than any other path, so for simplicityand computational e�ciency we have chosen to usethe approximationProb(sjmodel) ' maxpathsProb(s; pathjmodel); (5)where Prob(s; pathjmodel) is given in (1). (In equa-tion (1) and (2) we did not condition on the model,because it was assumed to be �xed.) Instead of max-imizing the probability we �nd it convenient to min-imize the negative logarithm of the probability. Thisminimum we will call the distance from the sequenceto the model,dist(s;model) = � minpaths logProb(s; pathjmodel)= � minpaths N+1Xi=1 [logT (yijyi�1) + logP(xl(i)jyi)]:(6)Here we have translated back to the notation of (1)where the path is given by y0 : : : yN+1 and the se-quence s by x1 : : :xL. This distance from sequenceto model is very similar to the standard \edit dis-tance" from one sequence to another (with gap penal-ties), see e.g. [8]. The � log T (yijyi�1) corresponds toa penalty for using the transition from yi�1 to yi inthe model. One of the main di�erences is that thepenalties (e.g., for starting a gap) depend on the posi-tion in the model, whereas they would be �xed in thestandard pairwise alignmentmethod. Indeed, this dis-tance can be e�ciently calculated in quadratic time bya straightforward generalization of the dynamic pro-gramming method used for sequence comparison (seealso [2]). In addition, the most probable path can befound using the usual backtracking technique. Thealgorithm is known as the Viterbi algorithm in theHMM literature (see e.g. [10]).Estimation algorithmThere is no known e�cient way to directly calculatethe best model, i.e., the one that maximizes the pos-terior probability (3). However, there are algorithms

that iteratively re-estimate the model from some ar-bitrary starting point which guarantee that the poste-rior probability increases in each iteration, and thus�nd a local maximum. The most common one isthe Baum-Welch or forward-backward algorithm [10],which is a version of the general EM (Expectation-Maximization) method often used in statistics. Thefull Baum-Welch algorithm is computationally ratherintensive, but using the Viterbi approximation (5)makes it somewhat faster.2The Viterbi-EM adaptation of the model to the se-quences is an iterative process. From some more orless arbitrary starting point the best path throughthe model is found for all the sequences, and the newprobabilities are basically set equal to the fraction oftimes that particular path was used, or that particularamino acid produced. More precisely, it proceeds asfollows:1. Choose an initial model. If one already knowssome features present in the sequences, they canbe encoded in the initial model.2. Using the Viterbi algorithm, �nd the most prob-able path through the model for each of the se-quences. The number of these paths that passthrough state y is denoted n(y), the number oftimes the transition from y to y0 occurs is denotedn(y0jy), and the number of times an amino acid xwas generated in state y is denoted m(xjy). Obvi-ously n(mk) = n(mk+1jmk)+n(dk+1jmk)+n(ik jmk),and similarly for delete and insert states. Alson(y) = P20i=1m(aijy) if y is a match or insertionstate and a1 : : :a20 are the amino acids.3. Reestimate the transition probabilities and aminoacid probabilities in the match and insertionstates fromT (y0jy) = n(y0jy) +R(y0jy)n(y) +Py00 R(y00jy) and (7)P(xjy) = m(xjy) +R(xjy)n(y) +P20i=1R(aijy) : (8)Here R(y0jy) and R(xjy) represent a regularizer,which comes from the model prior in (3). We as-sume that R(y00jy) = 0 if there is no transitionfrom state y to state y00. Often R is just set equalto one in order to avoid zero probabilities, but itcan be used to bias the model in a certain direc-tion, as will be discussed later.2Recently we have switched to using the full Baum-Welch al-gorithm for training the model instead of the Viterbi algorithm,because we �nd that it gives slightly better results, even thoughit takes about twice as long.



4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until the parameters changeonly insigni�cantly.Further details are given in the appendix. The maindi�erence between this method, which uses the Viterbiapproximation, and the standard Baum-Welch algo-rithm is that in the latter all paths (not just the mostprobable) are considered, but weighted according totheir probability.Initial model and local minimaAs already mentioned, the algorithm discussed abovedoes not guarantee convergence to the best model.It is basically a steepest-descent-type algorithm thatclimbs the nearest peak (local maximum) of the pos-terior probability function. Since �nding the globallyoptimal model seems to be a di�cult optimizationproblem in general [15], we have experimented withvarious heuristic methods to improve the performanceof the method.Probably the best method is to give the modela hint if something is already known about the se-quences, which is often the case. A good starting pointmakes it much more likely that the nearest peak is atleast close to optimal. This is done by setting theprobabilities in the initial model to values reectingthat knowledge. If, for instance, an alignment of someof the sequences is available, it is straightforward totranslate that into a model by simply calculating therelative frequency of the amino acids and the transi-tion frequencies in each position. We can then use (7)and (8) to �nd the initial model.It is of course even more interesting if the modelcan be found from a tabula rasa, i.e., using no knowl-edge about the sequences. For that we have used aninitial model where all equivalent probabilities are thesame, i.e., T (mkjmk+1) is independent of the positionk in the model, and similarly for all other transitionprobabilities, and P(xjmk) is also independent of k.To avoid the smaller local maxima, noise is added tothe model during the iteration before each reestima-tion. Initially quite a lot of noise is added, but overten iterations the noise is decreased linearly to zero.Since noise is added directly to the model, it is not likethe usual implementation of simulated annealing, butthe principle is the same. The \annealing schedule"is presently rather arbitrary, but it does seem to givereasonable results if it is applied several times, and thebest of the models found is used as the �nal model.Details are given in the appendix.

Choosing the length of the modelThe length of the model is a crucial parameter thatneeds to be chosen a priori. However, we have de-veloped a simple heuristic that selects a good modellength, and even helps in the problem of local min-ima. The heuristic is this: After learning, if morethan a fraction3 del of the optimal paths of the se-quences choose dk, the delete state at position k, thatposition is removed from the model. Similarly, if morethan a fraction ins make insertions at position k (instate ik), a number of new positions are inserted intothe model after position k. This number is equal tothe average number of insertions the sequences makeat that position. After these changes in the model, itis retrained, and this cycle is repeated until no morechanges are needed. We call this \model surgery".Over-�tting and regularizationA model with too many free parameters cannot be es-timated well from a relatively small data set of trainingsequences. If we try to estimate such a model, we runinto the problem of over�tting, in which the model �tsthe training sequences very well, but gives a poor �tto related (test) sequences that were not included inthe training set. We say that the model does not \gen-eralize" well to test sequences. This phenomenon hasbeen well documented in statistics and machine learn-ing (see e.g. [16]). One way to deal with this problemis to control the e�ective number of free parameters inthe model by regularization, which can be viewed as away of implementing MAP estimation.In our application of regularization to HMMs, theregularizer is closely related to the model prior, andit can be used to bias the model in some speci�c di-rection. The regularizer (R) is added to the frequencycounts in (7) and (8) as if we actually saw more thann(y0jy) or m(xjy) events. For instance, in our modelswe believe a priori that sequences should spend mostof their time in the match states on the main line ofthe HMM, so we incorporate this belief into the modelprior by setting R(mijy) to a large value compared tothe regularizer R(yjmi), which is added to transitionsdiverging from the main line. In so doing, these pa-rameters become less adjustable, and as a result weare less prone to over�t the data. We also tend to getbetter models because we are encouraging the learn-ing algorithm to �rst explore the more a priori likelypart of model space when trying to �t the data. Amore detailed Bayesian interpretation of this methodof regularization is beyond the scope of this paper.3Currently we choose del and ins each to be 1=2.



In the extreme case, the regularizers R(�j�) can besuch large numbers that the parameters simply be-come \hardwired". We have found that the methodworks best when very large regularizers R(xjy), pro-portional to the relative overall frequencies of aminoacids in globin sequences, are used when y is an insertstate. This has the e�ect of �xing the distributions inthe insert states, rather than trying to estimate themfrom the training sequences.4 ExperimentsThe modeling has been tested on the globin fam-ily, which includes the hemoglobins, myoglobins, andother heme-binding proteins. Hemoglobin is the pro-tein which, in vertebrates, functions as the principalcarrier of oxygen from the lungs to the tissues. Itis normally found within the erythrocytes, annucleatecells which are present in the plasma of the circula-tory system. Myoglobin is a protein present in musclecells of both vertebrates and invertebrates and partic-ipates in respiration, where it functions as a storagesite for oxygen. In some invertebrates, erythrocruorinhas a function similar to that of hemoglobin in higheranimals, and, like other invertebrate heme-containingproteins, is extracellular. Mammalian hemoglobinsare tetramers composed of four subunits: two alphachains and two other subunits (usually beta, gamma,delta or theta). Myoglobin is a single chain and theremainder have di�erent oligomeric states (homo- orheterodimers) and overall architecture.Globins are a well studied and fairly homogeneousfamily with many sequences available. Our set of 628globins was found in the SWISS-PROT database (re-lease 19) by searching for the word \globin" (three ofthese later turned out to be non-globins, hence thenumber 625 given in the introduction). They have anaverage length of about 145 amino acids without toomuch variation. The sample of globins in the databaseis not the random sample of globins a statisticianwould prefer, but it is perhaps one of the best andlargest collection of protein sequences from a homolo-gous family. Searching for the words \alpha", \beta",\gamma", \delta", \theta", and \myoglobin" in thedata �le gave the following results: 224 alpha chains,199 beta, 16 gamma, 8 delta, 5 theta, and 79 myo-globins, which adds up to 531 sequences. These shouldnaturally be considered minimum numbers, but theygive a good picture of how skewed the sample is.Many of the globin sequences have been alignedby Bashford et al. [1] using seven di�erent globinswhose three-dimensional structures were known. This

was done by aligning these seven sequences, and thenaligning the rest (of the 226 they studied) to the clos-est of these seven. The alignment of the seven is shownin �gure 2.
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NFKLLSHCLLVTLAAHLPAEFTPAVHASLDKFLASVSTVLTSKYR------
NFRLLGNVLVCVLAHHFGKEFTPPVQAAYQKVVAGVANALAHKYH------
YLEFISEAIIHVLHSRHPADFGADAQGAMSKALELFRKDIAAKYKELGYQG
QLNNFRAGFVSYMKAHT--DFA-GAEAAWGATLDTFFGMIFSKM-------
YFKVLAAVIADTVAAG---------DAGFEKLMSMICILLRSAY-------
HFPVVKEAILKTIKEVVGAKWSEELNSAWTIAYDELAIVIKKEMNDAA---
YFEPLGASLLSAMEHRIGGKMNAAAKDAWAAAYADISGALISGLQS-----Figure 2: The alignment of seven representativeglobins from Bashford et al. [1]. Above the align-ments are indicated which alpha helix each columnbelongs to. Bashford et al. identi�ed 8 helices (Ato H), but some regions are not well de�ned (es-pecially CD, D, and FG). The sequences and theirSWISS-PROT identi�ers are from the top: Hu-man � (HBA$HUMAN), human � (HBB$HUMAN),sperm whale myoglobin (MYG$PHYCA), larval Chi-ronomous thummi globin (GLB3$CHITP), sea lam-prey globin (GLB5$PETMA), Lupinus luteus leghe-moglobin (LGB2$LUPLU), and bloodworm globin(GLB1$GLYDI).Our procedure was tested in two ways. First, tosee if the model was at all appropriate for the descrip-tion of the globins, an initial model was derived fromthe alignment of the seven globins as outlined in theprevious section. The length of this model was 171,which is the same as the length of the alignment. A lit-tle noise was added to the model, and it was trainedusing all of the 628 sequences, but without anneal-ing (i.e., noise was only added to the initial model).The distributions over the amino acids modeled in theinsertion states were held �xed to the overall aminoacid distribution in the globins by regularization, asdescribed above, and were not reestimated from thetraining sequences. Also, no positions in the modelwere added or deleted in the process. The procedure



was repeated ten times, and virtually identical modelswere produced in all the runs. (The runs di�ered onlyin the speci�c noise added to the initial model.) Toscore a �nal model, we used the average distance be-tween the sequences and the models. As discussed inthe previous section, the distance between a sequenceand a model is approximately the negative log prob-ability of the sequence under the model. These aver-age distance scores were consistently around 208 in allruns.In the second and more interesting experiment, weused a homogeneous initial model that contained noknowledge about the globin family. Its probabilityparameters were set according to what we thoughtwere reasonable guesses, but they were the same forall equivalent transitions (i.e., 9 di�erent transitionprobabilities), and all amino acid probabilities (the Pdistributions) were set equal to the global distributionof the amino acids. Also, in this experiment 400 se-quences were picked uniformly at random from the 628sequences. These sequences were used as a \trainingset" to train the model. We held out the other 228sequences so that we could test the model on data notused in the training process.The model was trained using noise and \modelsurgery" (del = ins = 0:5), as described above. Asin the previous experiment, the distributions in the in-sertion states were not reestimated from the trainingsequences. This was repeated 20 times, and the av-erage run-time was around 25 cpu minutes on a SunSparc 2 station. The �nal scores varied considerablyfor these runs, and all of them were higher than forthe previous model. The best score was 218. Thatmodel had a length of 147. We validated this modelfrom this second experiment in two ways: from thealignments it produces, and by its ability to discrimi-nate between globins and non-globins. The results aredescribed below.In the appendix we give a detailed description ofthe particular regularization values and noise addedin these experiments. Our choice of parameters forthese experiments is based on only one or two trials.Subsequent experiments have veri�ed that when thereare many training sequences, as for the globins, themethod is not very sensitive the choice of these pa-rameters. Furthermore, recently we tried the programwith the exact same setting of all the regularization,noise rate and other parameters on an entirely dif-ferent set of sequences: the set of 193 protein kinasesequences from the protein kinase catalytic domaindatabase by Hanks and Quinn [17]. Preliminary anal-ysis of these experiments indicate that the method

works just as well on the kinases as it does on theglobins, without any further tuning of the parameters.This is perhaps the best evidence for the robustness ofthe method. We will give details of these experimentsin a future paper.Multiple sequence alignmentsFrom a model it is possible to obtain a multiple align-ment of all the sequences. It is in a sense an incompletealignment, because insertions are not really aligned. Itis obtained by �nding the most probable path throughthe model for the sequences to be aligned. This givesan alignment of all the amino acids that align to thematch states on the main line in the model. Betweenthe match states there might be insertions of vary-ing lengths, but by inserting enough spaces in all thesequences to accommodate the longest insertion, analignment is obtained. Figure 3 shows the alignmentof the seven sequences produced by the model from thesecond experiment, and gives a more detailed expla-nation. Once a model has been constructed, a similarmultiple alignment can be produced for the entire setof 628 globin sequences (or any subset, however small)using this model. The alignments using the modelfrom the �rst experiments are even better, and are al-most identical to the structural alignments from [1].This indicates that an extremely good model exists,and that the EM algorithm was able to �nd a goodapproximation to it. It also shows that the methodwill be very useful for inserting new sequences into ex-isting alignments, since the previous alignment formsa good starting point for the EM algorithm in thiscase. As more sequences become available, the over-all accuracy of the multiple alignment should improve,because better models will be found.Although it is not perfect, the alignment foundfrom the second experiment (starting from an unbi-ased model) agrees very well with the structurally de-rived alignment by Bashford et al. [1]. The main prob-lem with the alignment, from a protein structure pointof view, is that it does not correctly align the �rst im-portant conserved histidine (H) of HBA$HUMAN (the�rst sequence).4 Other than this, the only region inwhich the model did not give the same alignment asBashford et al. is the region between the C and E he-lices (with the exception of the �rst part of the alphachain, most of the E helix is correct). This region is4In subsequent experiments using the full Baum-Welch algo-rithm instead of the Viterbi method for training, we have ob-tained correct alignments of this histidine. In fact, these align-ments have been almost perfect. We will report them in a futurepaper.
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DAHFPVVKEAILKTIKEVVGAKWSEELNSAWTIAYDELAIVIKKEMnda...A
AQYFEPLGASLLSAMEHRIGGKMNAAAKDAWAAAYADISGALISGLq.....SFigure 3: The alignment of the globins depicted in �g-ure 2, as obtained from our model trained on 400 ran-domly chosen globin sequences using a homogeneousinitial model. The capital letters represent aminoacids aligned to the main line of the model, \-" todeletions in the model, and lower-case letters to aminoacids treated as insertions by the model. The \." isused as �ll character to accommodate insertions. Noattempt has been made to align the insertion regions.The stars above the alignments indicate almost perfectagreement with the structural alignment (the only ac-cepted di�erence is reasonable displacements of gaps).The training set contained �ve of the seven globins,not HBA$HUMAN and GLB5$PETMA.highly variable, since only some of the globins havethe D helix. Five of the insertions the model chose arebetween helices or at the ends of helices, regions whichare very variable. The last insertion (of length one)appears in the E helix in the only region not modeledvery well.Database search: Discriminating globins fromnon-globinsThe model found in the second experiment was testedby comparing it to all proteins in the SWISS-PROTdatabase of length less than 2000 amino acids. Foreach of these sequences their distance to the model wascomputed. For the non-globins, this distance turnsout to increase roughly linearly with the length of the

sequence. By smoothing the non-globin distance data5we found a curve for the average distance as a functionof sequence length. The standard deviation was alsocalculated as a function of length and smoothed thesame way. Finally the deviation from the average,measured in standard deviations, was found for all thesequences. These are plotted in �gure 4.The model distinguishes almost perfectly betweenglobins and non-globins. Choosing a cuto� of 4 stan-dard deviations we would get 10 out of 19,458 \falseglobins" and miss 2 out of 625 globins. Choos-ing 5 standard deviations as a cuto� would give 0false globins and miss 11 of the real globins. The\anomalous" globin sequences between 4 and 5 stan-dard deviations from the average non-globin includethose from invertebrates (arthropods, molluscs andannelids) that, unlike hemoglobin and myoglobin fromhigher organisms, are extracellular. The two se-quences falling between 1 and 3 standard deviationsfrom the average non-globin are protozoan (unicellu-lar), whereas the other globins are metazoan.It is also interesting to see where random sequencesfall in the histogram. First, we generated about 2000sequences at random with the same distribution ofamino acids as the globins (length from 10 to 2000).They are all closer than 5 standard deviations to theaverage non-globin (see �gure 4, last panel). Second,we generated 500 sequences at random from the model.This was done by taking random walks through thestates of the model, as described above. Obviouslythey should �t the model very well, and they do. How-ever, the majority of the globins �t the model evenbetter. This may simply be because the data set isfar from being a set of random and independent se-quences.5 ConclusionA new method to model protein families using hid-den Markov models has been introduced. The methodutilizes the tremendous amount of information con-tained in many sequences from the same family. Forthe simple case of globins, with this method it is pos-sible to obtain multiple alignments that mirror struc-tural alignments using only the unaligned primary se-quences as input. Furthermore, we also did not needany sophisticated weighting schemes to compensatefor the skewed dataset (which is dominated by alphaand beta chains), nor did we need a large number of5The smoothing was done by assuming local linearity andaveraging over a running window of 300 points.



Figure 4: Histograms of the distance to the model mea-sured in standard deviations from the average distanceto the model for non-globins (see text).Top: The training set of 400 globins and test set of 225globins. Four globin fragments of length 19{45 were re-moved from the data (three from worms and one fromindian spiny-tailed lizard). We also removed three non-globin sequences in the globin �le that we discoveredwhen analyzing the outliers. All of these were close tozero standard deviations from the average.Also shown are all the non-globins in the SWISS-PROTdatabase of length less than 2000. From this data weremoved on the order of ten sequences that containeda lot of Xs (unknown amino acids), because they spuri-ously match the model very well. (Currently we treat anunknown amino acid as being the most probable aminoacid at the position it is matched to.) Note the change ofscale of the y-axis. The insert shows the critical regionaround �ve standard deviations from the average.Bottom: The distribution of 2000 randomly generatedsequences with the same amino acid distribution asthe globins (labeled \random"). These sequences havelengths 1,2,3,4,...,2000. Note that, even though they havethe same amino acid distribution, these sequences are allless than 5 standard deviations from the average, whichstrongly supports a cuto� around that value. Also 500random sequences generated from the model and after-wards compared to the same model are shown (labeled\frommodel"). They were generated by the kind of \ran-dom walk" described earlier.precomputed regularization parameters, such as theapproximately 200 parameters of the Dayho� matrixnormally used in multiple alignment programs. Themodel can also be used in database searches for pu-tative analogs of sequences in a given protein family,and we believe that the model itself is a valuable toolfor representing the family. We have demonstratedthe model for globin sequences in the experiments de-scribed here, and are currently planning to do furtherexperiments with the kinase, cytochrome c, serine pro-tease, immunoglobulin, ATPase and helicase proteinfamilies.The method requires that many sequences be avail-able from the family one wants to model. Since thenumber of sequences in the protein databases is grow-ing rapidly, this may be less of a problem in the future,
but it will always be a serious issue. Currently onlya relatively small number of sequences are availablefor most protein families. For the globin family, wefound that 400 sequences is certainly enough. Prelim-inary results indicate that 200 is enough, and even asfew as 70 su�ce, if they are chosen carefully from ourdatabase of 628 (70 chosen at random will be nearly allalpha and beta chains). Using careful regularizationthis number might even be lowered further. However,there will be a limit on how small the number of avail-able sequences can be if one hopes to get a reasonablemodel starting from a tabula rasa.There are two possible answers to the problem ofsmall sets of training sequences. The �rst is to addmore prior knowledge into the training process. Thiscan be done by starting with a better initial model,



and by using more involved kinds of regularization.We are currently exploring a regularization methodthat we call \soft tying" of the distributions in thestates of the HMM. This combines the idea of tyingstates, see e.g. [10], in which the number of free param-eters is reduced by having groups of states all sharethe same distribution on the output alphabet (the 20amino acids in this case), and the idea of soft weightsharing from [18], in which the regularizer (in thiscase for the distribution of amino acids) is also adap-tively modi�ed during learning. Even more complex,position-speci�c kinds of regularization are possible.Switching from the alphabet of the primary sequencesto a di�erent representation based more on the struc-tural or chemical properties of the amino acids in thesequence may also help.The second answer is to give up trying to modelthe whole protein in cases where only few sequencesare known, and instead try to model only pieces ofthe protein (motifs or domains) that have the sameor similar structure in other proteins. In this casewe can �nd more training sequences by adding in thecorresponding pieces of these other proteins. In fact,the EM method can be used to locate the appropri-ate pieces by itself, given the entire sequences [5, 6].We are currently experimenting with an extension ofthe method described here that does this, applying itto the kinase and EF hand domains. In this methodwe augment our models by having \free insertions" inboth ends of a (short) model, so that only a subse-quence is matched to the model. In addition, severalmodels can also be linked together with free insertionsin between, to model more than one subsequence inthe molecules.Finally, when a relatively large number of sequencesare available, it is sometimes possible to get better re-sults by dividing these sequences into clusters of sim-ilar sequences, and training a di�erent model for eachcluster. For example, we can train separate modelsfor the alpha and beta chains in the globin dataset.It turns out that again, this partition into clusters ofsimilar sequences can also be done automatically bythe EM algorithm during training. This way of usingEM is called mixture modeling in the statistics litera-ture, and is known as competitive learning in the neu-ral network literature. To implement this, we simplystart with more than one model and force the mod-els to \compete" for the sequences, and adapt to �tonly the ones they \won". This method gives verygood results on the globins, discovering the subclassesof alpha chains, beta chains and myoglobins with nearperfect accuracy. Details will be reported in a future

paper.In summary, we believe that HMMs and the EM al-gorithm have tremendous potential in the area of sta-tistical modeling of biological macromolecules. Cur-rently, most of this potential remains to be realized.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Je� Keller for his commentsand help with the software, and John Bridle, PeterBrown, Richard Durbin, Alan Lapedes, Richard Lipp-mann, Harry Noller, Christine Guthrie, Martin Vin-gron, and Michael Zuker for valuable comments onthis work. This work was supported by NSF grantsCDA-9115268 and IRI-9123692, ONR grant N00014-91-J-1162, NIH grant number GM17129, and a grantfrom the Danish Natural Science Research Council.



Appendix: Technical DetailsPrior, initial model, regularizer, and noiseThe model prior described in the paper is a probability distribution over model space, i.e. a multivariatedistribution over all the probabilities in the model. We wouldn't like to have to specify that in detail, so insteadwe specify a model that we believe (a priori) is reasonable. This model is called the prior model , and can bethought of as (very loosely speaking) the peak of our prior distribution. The following transition probabilitieshave been used in the prior model in all our runs,fromnto delete match insertdelete 0:10 0:88 0:02match 0:02 0:96 0:02insert 0:02 0:59 0:39(Numbers are rounded o�. The \funny" numbers come about, because for instance the last row is entered as0.02, 0.6, and 0.4, and the program automatically normalizes the sum to one).For all the amino acid distributions we used the empirical distribution of the training data. For the globintraining set containing 400 randomly chosen sequences it looks like this:010% A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W YAnother natural choice would be to use probability 1=20 for all the amino acids. In our experiments it doesnot seem to make much di�erence, although we have not studied the di�erence systematically.The regularizer (R in (7) and (8)) is obtained directly from the prior model by multiplying all probabilities by a\con�dence" parameter. For the transitions we used a parameter of 50, so for instance R(dkjmk�1) = 50�0:02 = 1,R(mkjmk�1) = 50�0:96 = 48, and R(ikjmk) = 50�0:02 = 1. For the amino acid distributions in the match statesa value of 20 was used. With the number of sequences as large as in the experiments reported here, the programdoes not seem very sensitive to the size of the regularizers.The insertion states were kept basically �xed by using a huge con�dence parameter (100,000). This is just asimple way to �x the distribution in the current implementation, and should not be thought of as regularization.The initial model is a noisy version of the prior model. The noise can be added to the probabilities directly.For adding noise to a probability distribution the beta distribution, or more generally the Dirichlet distribution,can be used. However, for simplicity we are currently generating noise from the prior model itself. This is doneby generating arti�cial \frequency counts" by doing random walks through the model, and counting how manytimes each transition is used and how many amino acids of each kind are produced at each position. Then theinitial model is obtained from these arti�cial frequency counts by \reestimation" according to equations (7) and(8). In our experiments the initial model is obtained from 100 such random walks.The \annealing" procedureThe annealing method used to try to �nd a good model is currently very crude. It is almost certain that itcan be improved by experimenting with other parameter settings, other kinds of noise, and by a more carefulannealing schedule.In the iterative reestimation procedure we add noise to the model in each step. The noise is generated inalmost the same way we generate the initial model. After step 2 in the EM algorithm (page 5) arti�cial frequencycounts are generated from the prior model by K random walks, and then added to the real frequency counts (nand m). However, the noise is weighted by a parameter we can call the noise level T , which is the analogue ofthe temperature in simulated annealing. So, instead of adding one each time a transition is used, T is added.Initially T is large, but after each reestimation of the model it is decreased according to the annealing schedule.Instead of gradually lowering T one could decrease K, which would presumably have basically the same e�ect.



In the runs reported here we used K = 100. To start with we used T = 1, and lowered T linearly to 0 over10 iterations, i.e., T = 1 � i=10, if i is the iteration number. As indicated earlier, this schedule is completelyad hoc, and only based on a few tests, but it does improve performance as compared to adding no noise. Afterthe temperature reaches zero, the estimation process usually converges in about 4 iterations. We stopped theiterations if the change in the average distance of all the sequences to the model was less than 0.1.The \surgery" procedureThere are many ways one can imagine to change the length of the model. Of the heuristics we have considered,we chose to implement the simplest one: After learning, if more than a fraction del of the optimal paths ofthe sequences choose dk, the delete state at position k, that position is removed from the model. Similarly, ifmore than a fraction ins make insertions at position k (in state ik), a number of new positions are insertedinto the model after position k. The number of new positions is equal to the average number of insertions thesequences make at that position. In the experiments we used del = ins = 0:5. After this \surgery" the modelwas re-trained by going through the whole annealing process. When no surgeries were necessary anymore, theprogram was stopped. The method turned out to work surprisingly well, in the sense that it usually convergesto stable length after just one or two surgeries (if the initial length is not too far o�). In the globin experiments,an initial length of 171 was used. In almost all the runs the �nal length was between 142 and 149.Treatment of unknown charactersIn the sequences we used there are three special characters for unknown amino acids: B, which means aminoacid N or D, Z meaning Q or E, and X which means unknown amino acid. We have always given these charactersthe bene�t of the doubt, e.g., by assigning a B the largest probability, maxN;DfP (N jmk); P (Djmk)g, of the twopossible at each state. This has the unfortunate consequence that a sequence consisting of only Xs will have thehighest possible probability. Therefore, when running the whole database through the globin model, we foundsome very good matches that turned out to only match Xs to the model. Although this is not such a big problemwith the data we used, one could consider using other methods if unknown amino acids are prevalent.The dynamic programming algorithmThe Viterbi algorithm is described in the paper by Rabiner [10] page 264. Here we give a translation to ournotation. The description in [10] is nice, general, and compact, so only the reader who wants to see the connectionto sequence comparison with gap penalties, or who wants to actually implement the algorithm will bene�t fromthis translation.A negative log of a probability we will call a cost. At each position k in the model we calculate three quantities:The lowest cost Di(mk) of having the ith amino acid match to mk, the lowest cost Di(dk) of having the delete statedk between the ith amino acid and the next, and the lowest cost Di(ik) of having the ith amino acid insertedin state ik. Also, backtrack information about the cheapest path into a state y and generating amino acid xi iskept as �i(y), which is a pointer to the previous state that makes it cheapest to get to state y. If y is a deletestate �i(y) points to the cheapest state before y in between generating the ith amino acid and the next. Theprocedure is as follows:1. Initialization D0(m0) = D0(d0) = D0(i0) = 0�0(m0) = �0(d0) = �0(i0) = nullD0(d1) = � logT (d1jm0)D1(i0) = � logT (i0jm0)� logP(x1ji0)�0(d1) = �1(i1) = m0D0(dk) = D0(d1)� kXj=2 logT (dj jdj�1) for 2 � k �M



�0(dk) = dk�1 for 2 � k �MDi(i0) = D1(i1) � iXj=2[logT (i0ji0) + logP(xiji0)] for 2 � i � L�i(ii) = ii�1 for 2 � i � Lwhere M is the length of the model, and L is the length of the sequence.2. Recursion �i(mk) = argminmk�1 ;dk�1;ik�1(Di�1(y) � log T (mkjy))Di(mk) = Di�1(�i(mk)) � logP(xijmk)� logT (mkj�i(mk))�i(dk) = argminmk�1 ;dk�1;ik�1(Di(y) � logT (dkjy))Di(dk) = Di(�i(dk))� log T (dkj�i(dk))�i(ik) = argminmk;dk;ik(Di�1(y) � log T (ikjy))Di(ik) = Di�1(�i(ik)) � logP(xijik)� logT (ikj�i(ik))3. Termination �L+1(mM+1) = argminmM ;dM;iM(DL(y) � log T (mM+1jy))dist(x1 : : : xL;model) = DL(�L+1(mM+1))� logT (mM+1j�i(mM+1))�L+1(dM+1) = �L+1(iM+1) = null4. Backtracking. The most probable path is found this way. First yN = �L+1(mM+1). Then iterate yj�1 =�l(j)(yj) for j = N to j = 2. Here l(j) is the number of the amino acid generated in state j, as de�ned onpage 4 (where we set l(j) = l(j � 1) if yj is a delete state).In our implementation we used a 32 bit integer representation of the negative log probabilities to speed up thealgorithm. In a sequence-to-sequence comparison with �xed parameters it is quite common to have two or severalpaths with exactly the same cost. This happens very seldom in this case, because almost all the parameters aredi�erent. If it happens our program will choose arbitrarily among these paths.
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